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ROYAL
BANK
CHIEF
KNIFED
IN HIS
SLEEP
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DUNSINANE CEO DUNCAN DIED OF “MULTIPLE
STAB WOUNDS TO CHEST AND ABDOMEN”
“FRENZIED ATTACK” TOOK PLACE DURING
OFF-SITE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE GATHERING
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Bloodbath: Duncan, 60, spent 25 years at the Royal Bank of Dunsinane. He
became CEO 20 years ago and also took on the Chairmanship in 1998.

by WEIRD SISTERS

and Duncan – together with other
key members of the RBD Executive
THE HEAD of the Royal Bank of Committee – were attending an
off-site conference which the
Dunsinane has been found
Macbeths were hosting.
murdered in his bed.
Lady Macbeth, apparently
The gruesome discovery was
succumbing to shock, suffered a
made shortly after 5am this
collapse. Her condition is unclear.
morning by Macduff, the bank’s
Suspicion fell immediately on
Human Resources Director.
Duncan’s personal bodyguards,
Duncan, 60, died from multiple
whose own knives were the likely
stab wounds. “It was a shocking
murder weapons. Yet the guards
scene,” Macduff said. “Who would
have thought the old man to have were unable to answer any
questions, having themselves been
had so much blood in him?”
The crime took place at the home stabbed to death in a fit of vengeful
of RBD executives the Macbeths in anger by Macbeth. “The red mist
Inverness Street, Chelsea. Macduff descended,” Macbeth said tearfully.

Tensions have been high at
Dunsinane. Macbeth recently won
praise for his stunning repulsion of
a hostile takeover by “upstart”
Birnam Bank. Duncan rewarded
the renowned trader with promotion
to Deputy CEO. Yet Macbeth’s
dizzying rise unsettled the bank’s
executive and caused resentment.
As the bank comes to terms with
the tragic loss of its figurehead,
attention will inevitably turn to the
question of who might have ordered
his brutal murder. Meanwhile,
RBD remained on the brink as its
share price plummeted to an alltime low of 254.3.
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tearing itself apart in full
public view and in a decidedly
un-boring way.
WHAT IS happening at the
Quite apart from his position
Royal Bank of Dunsinane? It
as CFO, Malcolm has special
was once a beacon of
reason to lament last night’s
conservative stability. Now,
horrific events, for Duncan was
“the boring uncle of the
his father.
banking world, and proudly
Dunsinane has always been
so” – in the words of Chief
Financial Officer Malcolm – is very much a family affair.
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Malcolm’s sister Donalbain
also sits on RBD’s Executive
Committee (she oversees
compliance across the bank’s
operations).
Yet the two people best
positioned to make sense of
their father’s murder fled the
scene and were incommunicado
throughout the morning.
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For now, confusion reigns. It
is unclear who will assume
Duncan’s mantle and lead the
fight to keep Dunsinane afloat.
And as whispers of “cruel
parricide” begin to echo round
the City, will Malcolm and
Donalbain resurface?
Guilty?: Malcolm and Donalbain
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